Budget VP Strauss Resigns

By R. Peter Canellis

Finance and Budget Director Jon Strauss resigned his post Friday after months of controversy over his proposed budget for the University of Southern California.

President Sheldon Hackney and Mr. Strauss met Thursday night to announce that Strauss will remain at the University, in a revised job that would require him to drop some responsibilities that Mr. Strauss had outlined in the current budget.

"We had a long, very good, late afternoon conversation," President Hackney said afterward. "We both went to sleep and go to work with a real good peace." He added that the two had talked "a lot." Mr. Strauss has not replied to a request for an interview.

"The way the budget was put together it had to be eliminated because the way it was to be placed on sale tomorrow is out of control," Mr. Strauss said yesterday, adding that the extra tickets "would have to be eliminated because the number of tickets available for admission this year served to overwhelm the budgetary guidelines being followed."

"In a clear and direct fashion, the students, the employees and the community of the University, the Board of Trustees and the legislative body have told us this won't work."

Other employees have taken more indirect approaches to raise concerns over the affirmative action program. Students have complained of problems, with some saying they were excluded from the program.

Mr. Strauss, who has served the University's black community, would not discuss the budget or whether a backlash is occurring against University officials who have made affirmative action efforts.

News Analysis

The approval of the University's hiring plan and commitments to its affirmative action policies, and the work of the new committee that Mr. Hackney has created is expected to be a major focus of the upcoming year.

"The pressure is on," said Walter Spady, whose office is processing affirmative action applications. "The pressure is on because we have a new job which is taking here because of the new job which is taking shape here at the University of Southern California."
ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS!!

Would you like to make a unique contribution to Pennsylvania? The Office of Undergraduate Admissions need new, enthusiastic alumni representatives to join our national Secondary School Committee network. The committee would include public relations, attending college nights and interviewing appetites.

YOUR SUPPORT IS NEEDED!!
Please contact [Julie Haywood] or Monica C. Basili at 243-3061.
Secretary to Secretary Is Office's Mother

By MARY BRADSHAW

What would one do if five of his children were to drop out of school? Jane Callahan wonders. 'I would have wanted them to go to a major, prestigious university, but one that is not a job.' Callahan got a job at the University when she was a freshman in college. She started in the administrative assistant position, but the provost's office saw her potential. 'I was given a chance to work here,' Callahan said. 'I think the University offers any educational opportunity.'

Secretary to Secretary Is Office's Mother

She definitely likes to keep a low profile, and yet Clifton is on-call. People stop by and chat with her, she said. "I won't talk unless you eat with me," she added. "I like to listen to the professors." Clifton is a sincere effort — a step in the right direction. It was not patronising. "I think the University offers any educational opportunity," she added.

Kolhauer Solves FAS Students' Problems

Dina Rozinski, an associate dean at the College, said, "I decided that the only way I could do it was to get a job at the University." Rozinski got a job at the University when she was a freshman in college. She started in the administrative assistant position, but the provost's office saw her potential. 'I was given a chance to work here,' Rozinski said. 'I think the University offers any educational opportunity.'

"The thing that I like best about this job," Rozinski said, "is that I really like people. The people here are happy. You can't manufacture time," she said. "Most people do not realize that calendars are only flexible up to a certain point."

"People stop by and chat with her," she said. "It's her job to know the people. She is one of the most influential people in the provost's office." Rozinski calls her "a good confidante. While she would be nice to know Jan's people better than she does know her. She is very powerful because she is a mother," she added. "She is not the kind to go around being harmed."

"I'm a University employee," she said. "If you don't have your own little niche in the competition, you will find that I'm somewhere else."
A Flawed Merger

A flawed merger. A new campus newspaper, the Daily Pennsylvanian, was created on January 1, 1979, following the merger of the University of Pennsylvania's student newspapers. However, the proposed structure of the committee causes us to have more than just a minor concern about the health of this move. Hackney apparently hopes that committee members will drop their advocate roles in the university's budget, but in the case of the most powerful committee at the University. And if the president is as good at bringing a group which blindly supports his policies, it seems that the president is looking for more than just a group which blindly supports his policies.

Is this simultaneous occurrence of the abandonment of the Carter administration and the recognition of Jimmy Carter as a new leader of the country, a way of keeping a grasp on life itself. Of time running out or of life running out - his age may not always telling them he is not the truth. He will tell you that he has no fear of becoming bearing significant burdens. Of time running out or of life running out - his age may not always telling them he is not the truth. He will tell you that he has no fear of becoming bearing significant burdens.
City Leaders Criticize Reagan's Economic Policies

(Continued from page 1)

...turning over to the future of the "poor citizens" among the blacks and the disadvantaged... unless appropriate relief measures are undertaken.

"The task force is responsible for an interim report by September 1982." Noel Cazenave said that the fear will go beyond just the perception of crime.

"We're getting in some areas a climate where this fear will dissipate," he said.

"The Center City Commuter Tunnel, and the Gallery II Project are billion dollar projects for the city, but they have not made a dent in the unemployment problem," Petrowsky said, adding that the jobs are "going to be a major strain on the city's unemployment system." Petrowsky asked that the members of the task force in Philadelphia to discuss the issue of job cuts, "Reagan's proposed $20 million cut in Federal mass transit aid to SEPTA, Conrail, and Amtrak would be catastrophic and necessitate a careful examination of Reagan's proposed cuts," he asserted. "Supply-side economics is simplistic, penalizes the lower class and stresses the need for the various cities and suburbs to go through the cities will be in violent shape in the summer of 1982." Edgar also said the threatened loss of Federal mass transit aid to SEPTA,Conrail, and Amtrak would be "catastrophic" and necessitated a careful examination of Reagan's proposed cuts.

Petrowsky's Fellow taskforce members said that the issue of the task force's resistance to the perception of crime, "The Center City Criminal justice Task Force... is the shift of federal assistance from the northeast cities to the south and southwest and calling for a metropolitan-style government that would stimulate private investment, a new level of economic development and a real alternative to solve them.

"In the past, the University was looked upon by people as part of the problem. But that doesn't mean the whole University... it means that we have an obligation to make our urban society a plus and not a minus." After the conference concluded at Zelchick, police task force begun preliminary discussion of various topics and proposals on a diverse range of urban problems ranging from economic development to education of the poor. According to Petrowsky, the task force will seek an interim report to be prepared by the task force's resistance to the perception of crime.
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PAC 1 through Friday, for further information and an appointment.

Completion of the session and session Subsequent paid experimental sessions may also be arranged on an Individual basis as mutually convenient.

Inventories and an Initial categorization of hypnotic responsivity. For at the Unit for Experimental Psychiatry, Institute of Pennsylvania Hospital, |4th and Market Streets), as part of the research program of the

Please call Mrs. Auxier, 748-2140, 9:30-12:00 or 1:30-5:00. Monday through Friday.

Each of two sessions will consist of pupal-pupal research

Mali." In participate as subjects in a two-session study utilizing hypnosis

Happy Birthday, Zena!
You're much more than just another "eh," to me!
Yours forever,
John

The Pre-Health Advisor Will Hold
Pre-Registration Sessions
To Discuss Requirements and Answer Questions
Monday, March 30, 4:00 P.M.
Wednesday, April 1, 4:30 P.M.
HSP Room, Houston Hall

"Get your hair cut and watch GM!"
Remember Josh Shake It and Lat: P. Fly
NATURALLY into place.
The Premiere Oil
Barber Shop
$15.00

Penn Energy Club/UA Coffee hour
Tues., March 31
11:00
Houston Hall West Lounge
to announce the winners of
ENERGY CONSERVATION MONTH
representatives from the Energy office will answer any questions,
drucknuts & coffee

Stories, Dreams, and Dances
Penn Dance and Mime
TONIGHT
8 p.m.
Zellerbach Theater
Annenbergh Center
$2.50 students
$3.50 others
Tix available at box office

PAID PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS.

Male and female undergraduates between the ages of 18 and 30 are needed to participate as a subject in a four-hour study entitled "The Myth of Marginality: Grass-Roots Organizations in Brazil and the U.S." To Register: A $5.00 deposit will secure your place in the study, and a $5.00 reimbursement will be paid out at the completion of the study. The study will be conducted on the campus of the University of Pennsylvania on April 10th and 11th. For further information, please contact Mrs. Auxier, 748-2140.

 Gujarati Houston Hall Candy Shop
Hershey's Kisses
Hershey's Solid
ALL WEEK
2.79 LB

"SPECIAL"
ALL WEEK
2.79 LB
Hershey's Kisses and Hershey's Solid Choc. Eggs
Houston Hall Candy Shop
Houston Hall Basement

ALVINA AILEY
AMERICAN DANCE THEATER

PRESENT AT BOX OFFICE • GOOD FOR 2 TICKETS

THE TUNER LECTURE SERIES IN
CONTINUITY IN LATIN AMERICA
JANICE PERLMAN
Geo. Washington University
University of California, Berkeley
and
THE MYTH OF MARGINALITY:
GRASS-ROOTS ORGANIZATIONS
IN BRAZIL AND THE U.S.
MARKET AT 2:00
JAN MOOS.

Quaid Arena Proceeds As 400 Take Rooms

An oddity of the arena was that the first 18 rooms were opened by

"tracks against administrators who have driven off and frightened off a lot of top people," Marmon said. "I don't think we're going to get another great basketball team in the Arena.

"When Strauss came in 1975, the University was in terrible financial shape," Marmon said. "Now we're in much better shape. It frightens me to think we're going to have to face these next few years, which are going to be very difficult, without him."
Black Women Discuss Survival

Dis appointed by the National League.

"Take the baton of knowledge and run with it," said Chisu, who is a member of the University's only black female profes-
sionals, and began to feel that her colleagues thought she could contribute something new to the field of women's studies.

Black women must work together to overcome the obstacles that stand in the way of our success. They must be united, and only then can we achieve our goals.

The conference was co-sponsored by the Women's Studies League.

The conference said they felt it was relevant for men as well as women.

"There is a danger of accepting the status quo and not pushing for change," said Chisu. "We must work together to make a difference."
$50.00

oral home care instruction
free toothbrush and toothpaste

Do you have all your natural teeth (no caps, crowns or bridges)?

Has it been 2 years or more since you last had your teeth cleaned?

EARN $50.00

McAT • DAT
ORE • GMAT
LSAT • MAT

SUNDAY EVENING: APRIL 26TH
FRANKLIN PLAZA HOTEL

More information And Tickets Available:
Tue. - Fri. March 31 - April 3
11 AM - 4 PM
on Locust Walk
$18 Per Person - Cash Only

Be Prepared To Sign-Up For Tables - 10 To A Table
Class of 1981 "The Class With Class" T-Shirts Will Also Be On Sale At This Time.
Purchased By S.A.C.

VOLUNTEERS EARN $50.00
1. Has it been 2 years or more since you last had your teeth cleaned?
2. Do you have all your natural teeth (no caps, crowns or bridges)?
You may be eligible to participate in a study which well provide you with:
1. a free cleaning of your teeth
2. free toothbrush and toothpaste
3. oral home care instruction
4. $50.00

Call 243-5170 for details and screening appointment
Note: you must be available in June for an appointment

The Phila. Rabbinical Council Has Withdrawn Its Supervision From Campus Bakery
224 S. 40th St.

CUSTOM T-SHIRTS
CLUBS TEAMS MATERNITIES
T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS
FAST SERVICE/LOW PRICES
BODEK AND RHODES
925-3855 • 18TH ST., PHILA.

The Economics Research Unit - Department of Economics - Graduate Economic Society will present:
The Reagan Economic Policies & Alternatives: An Appraisal

Roundtable Panel
F. Gerard Adams, Moderator
Director, Quarterly Model, Wharton EFA
Jeffrey Green
Professor of Economics and Finance
Edward J. Hopkinson, Prof, of Econ. & Fin.
Executive Vice President, Phila. Natl. Bank
Irwin Friend
Director, Quarterly Model, Wharton EFA
Edward J. Hopkins, Prof. of Econ. & Fin.
Joe Livingston
Columnist, The Inquirer
Lawrence R. Klein
Benjamin Franklin Professor of Economics

DATE: March 31, 1981-Tues.
TIME: 8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
ROOM: B-1 Vance Hall
Students, Faculty and interested Townspeople invited.

“Need a resume?”

“DP Graphics. We can provide you with a distinguished quality resume at the lowest possible price, and fine personalized stationery.”

As soon as you have composed your draft, stop by and see us.
Panel To Issue Policy on Privacy

By PETER CANELLOS
A committee of the University's administration is working on a new policy outlining the University's commitment to the confidentiality of employee records.

The policy is being written to replace a statement in the Personnel Policy Manual which has been criticized for being too short and vague.

"The existing statement has been interpreted in many different ways," Executive Assistant to the Provost John Randolph said last week. "The new policy will be considerably more detailed and will outline exactly what information the University will keep and who can see it."

Randolph would not say if the new policy would include faculty records, Personnel Office Executive Director Gerald Robinson, Employment Director Nancy Arnold, and University General Counsel Martin Mcyerson.

"We have already circulated copies of the document to deans and directors and asked for their comments," Randolph said.

The committee is called the Alianca Committee last year by the existing statement and the atten-

cision records, grievance records, academic and/or professional motivation meeting those goals.

"We've never really had a good document stating our policy on employee records," Robinson said yesterday that the new policy will become apparent last year "It was extremely technical of what is written and asked for their comments," Ran-

The new policy, Robinson said, will include:

• what information will be required
• what information will be kept
• whether complaints against an employee will be kept in the Personnel Office files.

Amendments, which protect the confidentiality of student records.

An advance draft of the new policy was presented to the University Coun-

cil Steering Committee last year by then-Professor Martin Mcyerson. "We made certain suggestions of the issues were extremely technical and we felt we should be in the committee to review the policy and have it corrected," Robinson said.

Robinson said that because of problems in interpreting the existing statement and the atten-

The new policy is almost completed and will probably be adopted and posted to all faculty and staff.

"We do, however, have to determine what we'll keep records on," he added. "For example, we will decide what we should have records, promotion records, grievance records, letters of recommendation, confidential records, and whether complaints against an employee will be kept."

Robinson said the need for a new policy appeared two years ago because of problems in interpreting the existing statement and the attention that was given the records issue following the adoption of the Buckley Amendment, which protect the confidentiality of student records.

Applications now being taken for:
University of Pennsylvania Office of Communications News Bureau Internship Award for the Academic Year 1981-82

This competitive internship has been awarded annually for the past three years to a graduating student demonstrating a high degree of talent and proficiency leading to a career in the news media.

In the program continues this year, the successful applicant will be the successor to the News Bureau Director's position.

Terms of the Award: One year beginning June 1 of the year of graduation.

Applications: Submit the following to Ed McFall, News Bureau, 525 Franklin Building:

1. Letter stating career goals and why the student desires the News Bureau Paid Internship.

2. A professional resume listing educational and personal background and achievements.

3. Samples of writing.

4. Three references who can attest to your academic and/or professional motivation meeting those goals.

The Lion on Tour
Theatre of the Living Arts

A new generation of Disney animators, and filmmakers such as Kirk Douglas, Shelley Duvali, Ray Bradbury, Ron Shusett (executive producer/co-writer, "Alvin") and Howard Koch (executive producer/co-writer, "Avery") discuss the art of cinema and their future projects. Clips of upcoming films are included.

SEARCHING

For the Performing Arts
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ATTENTION!

Residents Of Harnwell (Floors 1-6, 15-20, 23-24) And Low North (Floors 3 & 4)
Today And Today Only is Your Day to Retain your current floor for 1981-82.
When? 9 AM to 7 PM
Where? Assignment Office

Pre-Dental Society - March Meeting
Guest Speaker: Dr. Irwin Ship
Topic: Dental Research
Tuesday, March 31, 1980
5:00 PM - In The Faculty Lounge (Dental School)
Note: Any member interested in running for office should attend in person.
Funded by SAC

PHILADELPHIA STUDENT STRUGGLE FOR SOVIET JEWISH RIGHTS PRESENTS:
Penn Law Prof, Dan Segal
Special Talk and Slide Show
Jews Behind The Iron Curtain A Recent Visit'
Monday 3/30 7:30
202 S. 36th St.

Quaker Oats
INTRAMURAL MANIA - From the intramural office comes an important announcement concerning spring intramurals. The new program has been completed and teams are now being formed for tournament running coming due to the surfball schedule. The diving will be held at 9 a.m and will be followed by the swimming events at 3 p.m. From 10 a.m to 1 p.m next Monday the intramural office will be open for the registration of teams. The intramural office will be located in the new basement level of East Angier Hall.

W. Crew Overwhelmed in Opening Race With Yale
The women's crew team lost more races than they won this season.

The defending national champions were defeated by the Elis in the first event of the season Saturday afternoon on the Schuylkill River. In the varsity feature event, Yale won by 12 lengths in a time of 6:44.8 as the Blues were followed by Penn and Princeton.
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W. Gymnastics
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Spikers Handle Delayed Triage of being restricted to a mere five skillful lively blocking any opposing hits.

While position throughout the match, Spikers' Handling best of all, the remainder of the Quakes squad atmosphere. Their position for their new six men lack of excitement. This won the win which led to a number of Pa in at the net. Saturday 15,13 points and final game with a young 40-2. As the point, the Columbia couple pulled the ball into their service to "get something going but a strong "serving of" by the ultimate."

Pennsylvania had defeated Columbia earlier this season, but has had trouble against certain of the other by league teams. The squad has failed to come and has also failed to come out with consistent play. The Lions came back with two straight sets, and were downed by the Red and Blue.

Because of a steady increase of off-sides Mark Wilson's disadvantage, Bruce Steinman played in Wilson's position throughout the match. Spikers' Handling best of all, the remainder of the Quakes' squad atmosphere. Their position for their new six men lack of excitement. This won the win which led to a number of Pennsylvania points and final game with a young 40-2. As the point, the Columbia couple pulled the ball into their service to "get something going but a strong "serving of" by the ultimate."

Pennsylvania had defeated Columbia earlier this season, but has had trouble against certain of the other by league teams. The squad has failed to come and has also failed to come out with consistent play. The Lions came back with two straight sets, and were downed by the Red and Blue.

Because of a steady increase of off-sides Mark Wilson's disadvantage, Bruce Steinman played in Wilson's position throughout the match.
Laxmen Continue With 13-5 Win Over Elis

By BRIAN HARRIS

The 10th-ranked Penn men's lacrosse team continued its torrid pace as it cruised to a 13-5 victory over No. 16 Yale Saturday by the score of 13-5 over the Elis. Penn took control of the game right from the first faceoff, led by the unheralded but unrelenting efforts of Mark Long and Stu Tingle, second baseman Steve Shulle and John Vasturia - who would combine to be a potent scoring threat for the Quakers.

The Penn offense was efficient all afternoon, scoring at a 6.00 goals per game clip. The defense was also dominant, allowing just 5.50 goals per game.

Penn's offense was led by Mark Long, who scored four goals and added three assists for a total of seven points. Steve Shulle had two goals and an assist, while John Vasturia added two goals and two assists for a total of four points. Paul Steadman scored three goals and added an assist for a total of four points.

On the defensive side, Penn's goalies were also solid, with senior goalie Brian Scholle recording 11 saves and sophomore goalie Kyle Breeze making five saves. The defense held Yale to just five shots on goal, with four of those shots being on target.

Penn dominated the game from start to finish, winning 15 of 22 faceoffs and controlling the tempo of the game throughout. The Quakers' win not only improved their record to 7-0 on the season, but also gave them sole possession of first place in the Ivy League standings.

The Quakers will look to continue their winning ways as they travel to Harvard next weekend for a crucial Ivy League showdown. With Penn's win over Yale, the Quakers have taken control of the Ivy League and are in a good position to secure a trip to the NCAA tournament.

Penn's win over Yale also marked the end of the Elis' perfect season, as Yale had been unbeaten in their first seven games. The Quakers' win will surely be a major factor in determining the outcome of the Ivy League race.

Penn's win was a testament to the team's overall effort, as everyone contributed to the team's success. The defense was dominant, the offense was efficient, and the bench players provided depth and energy.

Penn's win over Yale was a significant victory for the Quakers, and they will look to build on their success as they head into the final stretch of the Ivy League schedule. The team has shown that they are capable of winning against the best teams in the country, and with their record now at 7-0, they are well on their way to a historic season.